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PROTECT YOUR CRITICAL INFORMATION    \\ ON ANY DEVICE   \\ ANYWHERE 

BlueTie WebSecurity delivers industry-leading, cloud-
based security that protects your employees, enables 
compliance and lowers your total cost of security. 
Using a proven Security-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
deployment model, BlueTie WebSecurity is easy to set-
up and administer, enabling you to support a mobile 
workforce and operate your own “bring-your-own-
device” (BYOD) policy. 

Benefits of BlueTie WebSecurity 

Advanced Protection 

\\ Antivirus—Reduce the risk of malware infection or 
time-consuming cleanup. BlueTie WebSecurity is a 
defensive barrier between users and the Internet, 
giving immediate protection from viruses and 
spyware, everywhere they go and however they 
connect. 

\\ URL Protection—Block connections to phishing and 
other malicious site, preventing infection and loss of 
login/credential data. The system is continuously 
updated with the most up-to-date information on 
phishing, advanced persistent threat, and other unsafe sites, blocking any request to these pages.   

\\ Always Up to Date—Ensure your security is always the latest and best. BlueTie WebSecurity checks all 
Web traffic against up-to-the-second threat profiles produced by our global threat analysis platform, 
giving you instant protection from new threats as they emerge without any need for time-consuming 
updates.  

Extend Security to Mobile Users 

\\ Mobile Device Coverage—Add security to smartphones and tablets. 
Regardless of location or device ownership, Android and iOS users are 
protected from Web malware, phishing attacks, and botnet access while 
conforming to company browsing policy.  With processing performed in the 
cloud, there is no impact on device performance or battery life.    

• Internet threats and malware are increasing. 

• SMBs are being targeted by cyber criminals. 

• Roaming and remote workers need to operate safely 
outside your office network. 

• Gain visibility of Web use for all devices, everywhere. 

• Multiple devices such as mobile computing platforms 
make consistent protection difficult. 

• BYOD makes it even more difficult to control every 
device accessing company resources.  

• Multiple sites make policy and device management 
time consuming and costly.  

• Keeping up with new threats requires security 
solutions to be constantly updated. 

• Cost of ownership rises with constant hardware and 
software upgrades to support growth or new devices.  

Fight today’s Internet threats with today’s technology. You 
can protect users - on all devices at any location - with consistent 
policies, applied company-wide. Centralized deployment, 
monitoring, and reporting simplify management.  

Why You Need Cloud-based Security 
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Control of Security, Compliance and Productivity 

\\ URL Categorization—Enforce acceptable use policy, based on user, group, device, location, or time of day. 
BlueTie WebSecurity provides 64 URL categories as standard, including ones used by security threats 
such as advanced persistent threats, organized for maximum analysis and control. You can even create 
your own categories for your own whitelists and blacklists.  

Great User Experience 

\\ Local Access and Low Latency—The BlueTie WebSecurity global platform gives you local access with low 
latency for a consistently great browsing experience, regardless of device or user location. The system is so 
fast, your users won’t even know it’s there. 

Simple Management 

\\ Intuitive Interface—Deployment and configuration are easy with our intuitive interface. With BlueTie 
WebSecurity, you can create policies specific to your needs and corporate structure, in just a few 
minutes. Our advanced dashboard gives you instant insight into all current threats and traffic usage. 
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